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ABSTRACT
A matrix representation of compositions of the positive real integers 
leads to some useful lemmas and theorems on the properties of single and 
multiple compositions. Examples are given of the application of these 
properties in the analysis of sequencing problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A composition is an ordered collection or set of positive real integers, 
with given sum. For example, the eight compositions of the number 4 are
4, 31, 13, 22, 211, 121, 112, 1111.
The notation used in this paper to represent the set of integers i (j, k) which 
are the parts of a composition N of a composed number n, where (j, k) is the 
ordering restriction on integer i, is
N = (j, k)■} (la)
where it is understood that
i < i < n 
i < (k - j)
and that
n
ZJ i. n . = ni
(lb)
(lc)
so that n. is the number of parts i, and some, though not all, ^  are zero. The 
reader will recognize (lc) as the formula for a partition of the integer n into 
parts i, i.e. a collection of integers i with sum n, without regard to order. 
Regarding the ordering restriction (j, k) on each part of N m  (la), integer j 
is the earliest starting position and integer k the latest terminating position 
which the integral part i may assume in the composed number n. Clearly, there­
fore, we must have
0 < j < k < n
Using the above notation, the set of integers
1(0, 1), 2(1, 3), 1(3, 4) (
uniquely represents the composition 121 of the number 4. However, the set
21(0, 1), 2(0, 4), 1(3, 4) (2b)
also specifies the same composition as that specified by (2a), as the reader 
may verify for himself; and there are several other possible specifications 
which do this, the difference between the several sets being in the statement 
of the ordering restrictions. By contrast, the specification
1(0, 3), 2(1, 4), 1(0, 4) (3)
is an example of a non-unique specification, in that it specifies both of the 
compositions 121 and 112 of the number 4.
1.1 Matrix Representation of a Composition
A convenient way of representing a composition N of a number n is by an 
(n X n) matrix, with the integral part i(j, k) being the entry in the j*th 
column and k*th row, all other entries being zeros. Since however, by (Id) 
we have
i (j, k) = 0 for all j > k (4)
then it is sufficient to list only the triangular array of elements consisting 
of the main diagonal of the complete matrix, plus all elements to the left 
of it. This is illustrated in Figures la and lb, the former being a unique 
array in that it represents the unique composition 211 of the number 4, and 
the latter now-unique in that it simultaneously represents both of the compo­
sitions 211 and 121 of the number 4.
\ 0 1 2 3
1 0
2 2 0
3 0 0 1
4 0 0 0 1
(a) A unique array (b) A non-unique array
Triangular array representation of compositionsFigure 1.
3Incidentally, a complication arises in the array representation in the event 
that two or more parts of a composition have the same ordering restriction, 
as for example in the non-unique specification
1(0, 3), 2(0, 3), 1(2, 4) (5)
In such cases, the parts with the same ordering restriction may be added 
together as a single entry in the array, with a suitable identifying mark 
and footnote, as indicated by the asterisk in Figure 2.
\ j
k \ 0 1 2 3
1 0
2 0 0
3 3* 0 0
4 0 0 1 0
Figure 2.
It is of passing interest that there are a total of 1/2 n(n + 1) elements 
in the triangular array, including the zero elements. Further, since there 
can be at most n parts in any composition, then there are at least 1/2 n(n - 1) 
zero elements in any array, whether it is unique or not.
In the next section we state and prove some lemmas concerning certain 
elementary properties of any triangular array N which represents a composed 
number n. These lemmas are used later in proving certain theorems which are 
the main results of this paper.
1.2 Some Lemmas
The following lemmas apply to any triangular array N which represents 
a composed number n.
Lemma 1: The sum of integers in any one row k of N is no greater than k
(n-1 )
2  i(j, 
( j=0)
k) < k for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n (6)
4One proof follows by noting that at least one of the integers i(j, n) in the 
last row, row k = n, must be non-zero; for otherwise there is no means of 
filling position (n - 1, n) in n. Thus,
(n-1) (n-1)
2 2  i(j, k) < (n - 1) (7)
k=l j=0
i.e., the sum of the integers in the sub-array comprising the first ( n - 1 )  
rows of N is no greater than (n-1).
By the same reasoning, the sum of the integers in the last two rows, n and 
(n - 1), must be at least 2, and the sum of the integers in the sub-array com­
prising the first (n - 2) rows of N must be no greater than (n - 2).
Applying this reasoning to the sub-array obtained by removing rows 
n(n-l), ..., ( k + 1 )  from N, we obtain
k (n-1)
2  2 i (j, k) < k (8)
k=l j=0
i.e. the sum of the integers in the sub-array comprising the first k rows of 
N is no greater than k. But the sum of the integers in any one row of this
sub-array can be no greater than the sum of all integers in the entire sub­
array; and the lemma follows.
Corollary 1(a): Each sub-array comprising the first k rows of N represents
a composition of a number no greater than k.
Corollary 1(b): If the sum of integers in any row k of N is exactly equal to
k then (i) the rows preceding row k contain only zeros, and (ii) each succeeding 
row contains at least k zeros.
Corollary 1(c): In order for any one row k in N to contain no zeros, each
integer in that row must be unity; and the results of corollary 1(b) also 
apply. Further, the first k integers in sequence in the composition of n 
represented by N are each unity.
Lemma 2: The sum of the integers in any column j of N is no greater than
(n - j); i.e.
n
2 i(j, k) < (n - j) 
k=l
for all j = 0, 1, . . . ,  ( n - 1 )  (9)
5The lemma is proved in similar fashion to lemma 1 by first noting that there 
must be at least one non-zero integer in the first column, k = 0; for otherwise 
it is impossible to fill position (0, 1) in n. Thus, the sum of the integers 
in the sub-array formed by removing the first column from the original array 
must be no greater than (n - 1). After the pattern of the proof of lemma 1, 
the sum of integers in the sub-array formed by removing the first (j + 1)
columns from the original array must therefore be no greater than (n - j); i.e.
(n-1) n
2  2 i(jf k) < (n - j) . (10)
j=j k=l
But the sum of integers in any one column of an array can be no greater than 
the sum of all integers in the entire array; and the lemma follows.
Corollary 2(a): Each sub-array formed by removing the first (j + 1) columns
of N represents a composition of a number no greater than (n - j - 1).
Corollary 2(b): If the sum of the integers in any column j of N is exactly
equal to (n - j), then (i) the columns following column j contain only zeros,
and (ii) each preceding column contains at least (n - j) zeros.
Corollary 2(c): In order for any one column to contain no zeros, each integer 
in that column must be unity, and the results of corollary 2(b) also apply. 
Further, the first (n - j) integers in sequence in the composition of n repre­
sented by N are each unity.
Lemma 3 : If i(j, k) is any integer in N such that
i = (k - j) ,
then the sub-array formed by removing all the rows below row k, i.e. rows 
(k + 1), (k + 2), . .., n, and all the columns to the left of column j, i.e. 
columns (j - 1), i(j - 2), . 0 ,  from N, has i(j, k) as its only non-zero
element.
Since element i(j, k), with i = (k - j), uniquely fills position (j, k)
in n, the lemma follows immediately.
Lemma 4: There can be at most one integer i(j, k) in any row or column
of N such that
i = (k - j)
6Proof follows from the fact that if there is one such integer in N, then it 
uniquely fills position (j, k) in n. By lemma 3, there can only be zeros 
in column j above the entry i(j, k), and only zeros to the right of i(j, k) 
in row k. To prove the lemma, we need therefore only show that any entries 
in column j below i(j, k) and any entries in row k to the left of i(j, k) 
must each be less than the difference between their respective row and column 
indices.
First consider entries i(j, k + y), y = 1, 2, . (n-k). Since position
(j, k) in n is already filled, then these i must be such that
i < (k + y - j) - (k - j) = y < (k + y - j) . (11a)
Next consider entries i(j - x, k), x = 1, 2, . j. For these,
i < (k - j + x) - (k - j) = x < (k - j + x) . (lib)
which completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5: Suppose that i(j, k) is an element in N such that
i = (k - j)
and that there are in addition one or more non-zero entries in the positions
(o, k) Cl, k),
Co, k - 1),
c ° , j + 1) (1, j + 1),
or in positions
k + D, Cj, k ■
(j + 1, k + 1), Cj + 1
(k - 1, k 4- 1), (k - 1
Then, on moving the non-zero elements
columns into row j, and those in (12b)
(12a)
(12b)
into column k, the new array thus formed specifies exactly the same composition 
or compositions as the original array N.
7Proof of the lemma follows readily by application of lemmas 3 and 4, 
and is left as an exercise for the reader. To aid in understanding it, 
however, reference is made to Figure 3 for the unique composition 1132 of 
the number 7. Element 3 in position (2, 5) in Figure 3a satisfies the 
condition
i = (k - j)
of lemma 5. The positions corresponding to Equation (12a) are
and those corresponding to
(0, 5>, (1, 5)
(0, 4), a, 4)
(0, 3>, a, 3)
(12b) are
(2, (2, 7)
(3, (3, 7)
(4, 6>, (4, 7)
(13a)
(13b)
Consequently elements 1(0, 3) and 1(1, 5) may be first moved to positions 
(0, 2) and (1, 2), respectively, and element 2(4, 7) may be simultaneously 
moved to position (5, 7), to form a new array which specifies exactly the 
same composition as the original array. On moving element 1(1, 5) to position 
(1, 2), however, the element 1(1, 2) in the new array again satisfies the 
condition of lemma 5. Consequently element 1(0, 3) in the original array can 
actually be moved an additional step up to position (0, 1) in the new array.
The final transformed array is shown in Figure 3b.
0
0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0
(a)
1
0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0 u
0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0
(b)
Figure 3. Equivalent arrays
81.3 Simplified Representation
For economy in array representation, the rows and columns containing 
all zeros may be eliminated, and only those rows containing nonzero elements 
shown in the array. For example, Figure 4 is a simplified picture of the 
array of Figure 3b. It is, of course, important to label the columns and rows 
in the simplified representation.
k \ 0 1 2 5
1 1
2 0 1
5 0 0 3
7 0 0 0 2
Figure 4, Simplified representation of the array 
of Figure 3b
Notice that since
i (j^  k) = 0 for all j > k (14)
then we can regard the simplified representation of Figure 4 as a square 
diagonal matrix of dimension equal to the number of parts in the composition 
N of n, i.e. by a square matrix whose only non-zero elements are on the main 
diagonal. However, not all specifications have a simplified representation 
which is either a diagonal matrix or triangular array with no zero rows; for 
example the simplified representation of the set
N =
-
2(0, 7), 3(0, 7), 2(2, 5) • (15)
is the 2 X 2  square matrix shown in Figure 5, and is non-unique in that it 
specifies both of the compositions 223 and 322 of the number 7.
Figure 5.
91.4 Uniqueness of a Specification
A specification of ordered integers, i.e. a set N of the form
N = (16)
with sum n, is unique if it defines one and only one composition of the number n.
What are necessary and sufficient conditions for N to be unique? One 
answer is the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The set of ordered integers
N = (16)
with sum n, is unique if and only if it has a unique square diagonal matrix 
representation of dimension equal to the number of parts in the specification N.
Proof of sufficiency is straightforward. Suppose there are m parts in 
N and that there exists a unique square diagonal matrix representation of N, 
of dimension m. Then N is equivalent to the set of elements on the diagonal 
of the matrix, given by
{i (0, kx), i ( j, k2^ iCJi, V ; i(jnr •>m) * (17)
where the several i in (17) are the same i as in N, and where
1 = kJP P-1
for all p = 2, 3, é f * ) m (18)
Thus, each position in n is filled by one and only one integer i in N.
To prove necessity, we first assume that N is unique, i.e. that there is 
one and only one composition specified by the parts of N together with their 
ordering restrictions. Thus, N is equivalent to the set of integers
{i(0, V ,  i(j2> V ’ •••> i(ji> V ’ •••’ i(Jm> m)} (19)
where the several i in (19) are the same i as in N, there being a total of m 
of them, and where
j = k . for all p = 2, 3, ..., i, m (20)
10
But (19) is precisely representable as a unique square diagonal matrix of 
dimension m with the m integers in (19) being the diagonal entries.
1.5 Realizability of a Specification
Up to this point we have assumed that a given specification
specifies at least one composition of a number n equal to the sum of the parts 
i in N.
Now suppose that (21) is an arbitrary set of integers with sum n. What 
are the necessary and sufficient conditions for this arbitrary set to be the 
specification of at least one composition of the number n? If such a composi­
tion exists, then we shall say that N is realizable.
One set of necessary and sufficient conditions is given by the following 
theorem. The theorem is readily proved by the method used in proving theorem
1 in the previous section.
Theorem 2: The set of positive real integers
with sum n, is realizable (as a composition of the number n) if and only if 
there exists at least one diagonal matrix representation of N, of dimension 
equal to the number of integers in N.
1.6 Test for Realizability and Uniqueness
One method of testing for uniqueness and realizability of an arbitrary 
specification is to successively apply the results stated in lemmas 1 through 
5, earlier.
First and foremost, if any one of lemmas 1, 2 or 3 does not hold, then
the set is certainly not realizable.
In the event that lemmas 1, 2 and 3 hold, then application of lemmas 4 
and 5 to successive integers in the triangular array representation of the 
set can be used in searching for a diagonal matrix representation, as illustrated 
in the example below. In the event that a large number of integers are involved, 
this may prove laborious; but the author has not succeeded in finding a simpler
V
11
method. Mechanically, the process is not unlike that of simplifying the 
determinant of a matrix by application of certain well known rules.
Example 1
Consider the specification
^3(0, 8), 5(0, 11), 2(4, 8), 1(1, 5)J (22)
The specification satisfies lemmas 1, 2 and 3, as the reader may check.
Either the part 3(0, 8) or the part 5(0, 11) must be the first integer 
in a composition specified by (22), if such a composition exists, since these 
are the only two parts in the set which can possibly fill position (0, 1) 
in n. But part 5(0, 11) is also the only part which can fill position (10, 11). 
Hence 3(0, 8) must be the first integer and 5(0, 11) must be the last integer 
in sequence in any composition represented by (22). Accordingly, 3(0, 8) 
may be moved to position (0, 3) and 5(0, 11) may be moved to position (6, 11) 
in the triangular array representation of (22).
Next, by lemma 5, and after having moved integers 3 and 5 as described 
in the previous paragraph, the integers 2(4, 8) may be moved upward in its 
column (column 4), and integer 1(1, 5) may be moved to the right in its row 
(row 5). The only possible position which integer 2(4, 8) can be moved to is 
position (4, 6). This in turn demands that integer 1(1, 5) must finish up in 
position (3, 4).
The original and final arrays are shown in Figure 6, with the movements 
of the several integers, and we see that a diagonal matrix exists, as shown 
in Figure 7, corresponding to the final array. It is a simple matter to 
check that the diagonal matrix is in fact unique.
Thus set (22) realizes the composition 3125 uniquely.
12
Figure 6. (Circled figures are initial positions. Arrows 
show movements to final positions.)
n J
k \ 0 3 4 6
3 3 0 0 0
4 0 1 0 0
6 0 0 2 0
11 0 0 0 5
Figure 7.
13
Example 2
Consider the set
^2(0, 3), 2(1, 4), 2(2, 5), 2(3, 8)j (23)
Does this set realize the number 8?
To start with, it is clear that if a realization exists, then 2(0, 3) 
and 2(3, 8) must be the first and last integers in any composition. Accordingly, 
we may move these integers to positions (0, 2) and (6, 8), respectively. By 
lemma 3, integer 2(1, 4) may then be moved to position (2, 4), and, after this 
move, integer 2(2, 5) may be moved to position (4, 5). And the composition 
or compositions realized by (23), if any exist, are not affected by any of 
these moves.
But we see that the last move, integer 2(2, 5) to position (4, 5), violates 
the requirement
i < (k - j)
Hence, set (23) is not realizable.
14
2. MULTICOMPOSITIONS
Consider a set M of ordered integers, with sum m:
M = (24a)
where
m
2  i. m . = m, l (24b)
with nr the number of parts i in M.
Now let us suppose that n is any integer less than m. Then we may write
where p is a positive real number, though it is not necessarily an integer.
We will first consider some definitions, corresponding to the two cases when 
p is integer and when it is not.
2.1 Integral Multicomposition
If it happens that the set M defined by (24a) contains exactly p subsets 
each of which is a composition of the number n, then p in (25a) is certainly 
an integer. In this case M will be called an integral multicomposition or 
p-composition of the number n. Clearly, this requires
which is a realizable 3-composition of the number 4. Three compositions 
realized by (26) are
m = p. n (25a)
0 < j < k < n, i < (k-j), and 1 < i < n (25b)
in the specification (24a) of M.
An example of an integral multicomposition is the set
(26)
1), 3(1,
1), 2(1, 3), 1(3, (27)
15
2.2 General Multicomposition
If p in (25a) is not integer, then it is not very meaningful to regard 
M as a multicomposition of n. However, it is always possible to replace 
(25a) by an equation of the form
m
m = 2 p . . n . (28)
i=i 1 1
where all p and n. in (28) are integer. For example, a trivial solution ofl i  ’
(28) is obtained by putting
i = p . and n . = m .l i i
where i and rrr are defined by (25a). Thus, in the sense of (28), M may always 
be regarded as a multicomposition of the numbers n . In this paper we shall 
actually be more concerned with the realization of M into the minimum number 
of compositions of numbers no larger than a fixed number n; though this will 
become apparent later.
2.3 Some Lemmas on Integral Multicompositions
The lemmas and corollaries given earlier for single compositions are 
readily modified for integral multicompositions. Lemmas 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M, 
and 5M for multicompositions, below, correspond respectively to the previous 
lemmas 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The reader should, however, be careful to note 
certain differences in wording for lemmas 1M through 5M, as compared with 
those for the single multicompositions. Since integral multicompositions 
reduce to single compositions when the parameter p defined by Equation (25a) 
is put equal to unity, then, correspondingly, the lemmas below correspond 
exactly in statement to the previous lemmas when p is unity.
Lemma 1M: The sum of integers in any row k of the array representation
of a multicomposition which is a p-composition, p integer, is no greater than 
pk.
Corollary IM(a): Each sub-array comprising the first k rows of M represents
a composition of a number no greater than pk.
Corollary lM(b): If the sum of integers in any row k of M is exactly equal to
pk, then (i) the rows preceding row k contain only zeros, and (ii) each
16
succeeding row contains at least k-(p-l) zeros in the event that k-(p-l) is 
non-negative.
Corollary lM(c): If the integers in any row k of M are each equal to p, then 
not only does corollary lM(b) apply, but also the first k integers in sequence 
in each of the p compositions of n represented by M are unity.
Lemma 2M: The sum of integers in any column j of M is no greater than
P(n-j).
Corollary 2M(a): Each sub-array formed by removing the first (j+1) columns of
M represents a composition of a number no greater than p(n-j-l).
Corollary 2M(b): If the sum of integers in any column j of M is exactly equal
to p(n-j), then (i) the columns following column j contain only zeros, and 
(ii) each preceding column contains at least (n-j)-(p-l) zeros in the event 
that (n-j)-(p-l) is non-negative.
Corollary 2M(c): If the integers in any column j of M are each equal to p.
Then not only does corollary 2M(b) apply, but also the last (n-j) integers 
in sequence in each of the p compositions of n represented by M are unity.
Lemma 3M: If i(j, k) is any integer in M such that
i = p(k - j) ,
then the sub-array formed by removing all the rows below row k and all the 
columns to the left of column j from M has i(j, k) as its only non-zero element.
Lemma 4M: There can be at most one integer i(j, k) in any row or column 
of M such that
i = p(k - j)
Lemma 5M; Suppose that i(j, k) is an element in M such that
i = p(k - j)
and that there are in addition one or more non-zero entries in the positions
(0, k) (1, k), - -------- , (j-1, k)
(0, k-1), (1, k-1),
I I
(j+1, 0), , (j+1, n)
17
or in positions
(j, k+1), (j, k+2), -
(j+1, k+1), (j+1, k+2),
(j, n)
(k-1, k+1), (k-1, k+2) (k-1, n)
Then, on moving the non-zero elements in the first set of positions above up 
in their respective columns into row j, and those in the second set of 
positions above to the right in their respective rows into column k, the new 
array thus formed specifies exactly the same compositions as the original 
array M.
2.4 Realizability and Uniqueness of Arbitrary Specifications 
Given an arbitrary set of ordered integers
where p and n are each integer and positive real, what are the necessary and 
sufficient conditions that M is realizable as a p-composition of n?
Secondly, in the event that M is realizable, what are the necessary and 
sufficient conditions that it is also unique?; i.e. that the set of p com­
positions which it realizes is the one and only one set realized by M?
Concerning realizability, at least we have lemmas 1M, 2M, 3M and 4M as 
necessary conditions. Further, we can apply lemma 5M and lemmas 1 through 5 
in searching for a uniqueness and realizability, by modification of the array 
in the manner described earlier for single compositions. Unfortunately, the 
search may be altogether too laborious and much less conclusive at each step 
than is the case in single compositions.
In succeeding sections, therefore, we give some theorems which reduce 
the complexity of the realizability problem significantly in that they give 
certain bounds which apply in searching for realizations.
(29a)
with sum
m = p. n (29b)
18
Incidentally, a measure of the complexity of the uniqueness and realizability 
problem is given by the fact that there are at least
(c + p - I)*. 
(c - 1)'. pi (30)
p-compositions of the number n, where c is the total number of single compositions 
of n; though not all of these are necessarily distinct. Equation (30) is simply 
the number of compositions of c objects taken p at a time, with repetitions 
allowed. For the number 4, for example, which has eight single different 
compositions, there are then at least 120 3-compositions (since c = 8, and 
p = 3), though these 120 are not necessarily all distinct.
2.5 Some Useful Theorems on Realizability
In this section, we state and prove some theorems on the realizability 
of an arbitrary specification M of a set of ordered integers i(j, k), with 
sum m. We have
M = (31a)
where
m
H  i.m. = mn l (31b)
with m the number of parts i in M.l
Let n denote any integer less than or equal to the integer m in (31b), i.e.
n < m (31c)
Then m may be written as the product
m = p.n (31d)
where p is a positive real number, though it is not necessarily an integer. 
However, by (31c) and (31d), we have
p = m/n > 1 (31e)
19
and, in addition, there exists an integer q such that
q > p > (q - 1) (31f )
In the theorems to follow we shall be concerned with the realization, i.e. 
decomposition, of the set M given by (31a) into the minimum number of sub-sets 
each of which is a composition of a number no larger than a particular value of 
a number n as defined by (31c). Suppose we denote this minimum number by the 
symbol r. Clearly, r is no greater than the total number of integers, t, in 
the specification M, and is no less than the quantity q defined by (31f).
Notice also, from (31b), that t is given by
m
t = 2
i=l
m , (31g)
All of which is summarized in the following lemma:
Lemma: The minimum number r of compositions of n in M not only exists,
but has the following bounds:
q < r < (r + 1) < . . . < (r + s - 1) < (r + s) < t (32)
where s = 0, 1, 2, ..., (s - r), as appropriate in a specific numerical case,
and t and q are as defined earlier.
Now let us give some more definitions and symbols. First, we will assume 
that the maximum value of the ordering restriction parameter k associated with 
each integer i in M is no greater than n, i.e.
1 < k < n (33a)
While this restriction is not strictly necessary, it nevertheless is, of course, 
hardly meaningful to consider k greater than n when we are considering only 
compositions of n in M. We will denote any of the k sub-arrays comprising 
the first k rows of the array representation of M by the symbol Let the
sum of all integers in be denoted by mfc, i.e.
k (k-1)
m = 2  2  i(j, k)
k=l j=0
(33b)
20
where k = 1, 2, . .., n, which may be written
(33c)
where p is a positive real number, though not necessarily integer, k
there exists an integer such that
However
(33d)
Let Mk be the sub-array for which pk has its maximum value, which we will;m
denote by p ; and let k and q, be the corresponding values of k and q 
J km m km K Thus
p, = maximum (m. /k) = m /k km k km m (33e)k
and
(33f )
With these quantities defined, we have the following important theorem:
Theorem 3: The minimum number r of sub-sets of M, each of which is a
composition of a number no larger than n, is no less than q^m > i.e.
r > q (3'=• km
where all quantities are as defined earlier.
Proof: By the definition of r, and by corollary lM(a) of lemma 1M, the sum
of integers mk in any sub-array IV^  comprising the first k rows of M is no 
greater than r.k. i.e.
Putting k = km in (35a), then the sum of integers m ^  in the sub-array MRm
m < r.k (35a)
is no greater than r.k^; i.e.
(35b)
But
(35c)
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and
q. > P, > (q, - 1) ,km = km km (35d)
so
q. .k > p. .k = m > (q. - l).kkm m = km m km km m <35e)
Comparing (35b) with (35e) gives
r.k > p. .k = m > (q, - l).km = km m km km m (35f )
which since r, k , and q, are integer though p may not be, gives, on 
’ ’ nr km ™
comparison with (35d):
r > q = km (35g)
Which completes the proof of the theorem.
The following example is given to aid in understanding it. The array in
Figure 8 represents an arbitrary specification M. The problem is to determine
the lower bound q on the minimum number r of sub-sets of M each of which is km
a composition of a number no larger than 4, by application of Theorem 3.
0 1 2  3 mk pk
1 2* 2 2
2 4* 1 7 3 1/2
3 0 0 0 7 2 1/3
4 2 0 2 1 12 3
(2* = 11, 4* = 22) 
Figure 8.
The column mk at the right-hand side of the figure is the accumulative sum of 
integers in the array, by rows, and column pfe is mR divided by the row index 
k, as defined in the text. We observe that the maximum value of pfc, denoted 
by the symbol p^k in the text, is
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and occurs for row k = k =2. Hence the value of q which is the integerm 7 km7
next equal to or larger than p is given bykm
or
q. 4km
Then, by Theorem 3, the minimum number r of sub-sets of M each of which is a 
composition of a number no larger than 4 is at least 4, i.e.
As a matter of fact, it is not difficult in this simple example to use the 
methods described earlier in searching for the minimum number by manipulation 
of the integers in the array, in accordance with lemmas 1 through 5. We first 
observe that the entry 2*(0, 1) in the array in Figure 8, together with the 
entry 4*(0, 2) tells us immediately, by application of lemma 5, that there are 
at least 4 sub-sets. For the 4 integers represented by these two entries each 
has the property
where j is zero for each one of them. Consequently, each of these integers 
must belong to different compositions of the number 4. Then we further observe 
that entry 1(1, 2) also has this same property, as do entries 2(2, 4) and 
1(3, 4). It is straightforward to show that r is in fact a minimum
r = q = 4  km
as well as to find that the minimal realization is not unique. Two different 
realizations are the four sub-sets
r > 4
l (k - j)
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and, alternately;
^2(0; 2); 2(2; 4  ^ , 
^2(0; 2); 2(0; ^  } ,
{1(0; 1); 2(0; 4), 1 ^ ;  4>j 
(i(0; l), l(l; 2)j ;
| 2(0; 2); 2(2; 4 ^
{2(0; 2) ■
2.6 A Tighter Bound on Realizability
The observation on the integers in position (0; 1) in position (0; 1) 
in the previous example lead to another theorem which gives a tighter bound 
on the minimum number of realizations r than that given by Theorem 3. We 
need some more notation in order to prepare the way for this new theorem.
First we will define a normalized representation of the previous array 
representation of a specification M. The entry in position (j, k) in the 
normalized array will be denoted by the symbol i ; obtained as follows:
i = i/(k-j) (36a)n
for each integer i(j, k) in M. Thus, integer i is integer i normalized with 
respect to the difference between its associated ordering indices. By the 
definition of the ordering notation (j, k); and Equations (la) through (Id); 
we therefore have
i < 1 (36b)n =
always; and the equality applies if and only if
i(j; k) = (k - j) (36c)
Clearly; lemmas 1M through 5M could be re-written for the case when the 
specification M is written in normalized form. The author sees no real gain 
in doing this at this time. However; we will denote the normalized specifica­
tion of M by the symbol M^; i.e.
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(36d)
Again clearly, an arbitrary normalized specification may be written in the 
form
M = M + M (36e)n nu nv
where M contains only unit integers, and all the integers in M are less nu nv
than unity; i.e.
Mn = {1(J> k)} + { ‘„(J- k)j (36f)
where all i are less than unity, nv
We will denote the rows and columns in M by k and j respectivelyn n n*
and those in M and M by k , j , and k , j , also respectively. Further nu nv nu* nu* nv* nv*
let us denote the sum of integers in any one column j, j , j . j ,of M7 n7 nu7 nv
M M  M respectively by w. w , w , w , also respectively. Let the maximum n* nu* nv ' * n* nu* nv*
of the w’s be denoted by an additional suffix m, e.g.:
maximum (w) =
j
maximum (w ) = n
(36g)
nm
with w and w correspondingly defined. Similarly let us denote the sum num nvm
of integers in any one row k, k k  k o f M M M  M respectively & J * n* nu* nv* 7 n7 nu7 nv7
by x x x x also respectively. Let the maxima of the x1s be denoted * n* nu* nv*
by an additional suffix m:
maximum (x) 
k
maximum (x ) 
kn
= x
= xnm
(36h)
and similarly for x and xnum nvm
This leads to the following theorem, which gives a tighter bound than 
Theorem 3 on realizability of an arbitrary multicomposition:
i
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Theorem 4: Given M , an arbitrary specification of ordered integers----------
in normalized form. Then the minimum number r of sub-sets of M, the specifi­
cation before normalization, each of which is a composition of a number no 
larger than n, is no less than the maximum of the quantities w • andnunr
num7 defined above,
Proof: The quantities w , x , correspond to integers in M which exactly—---- nunr nunr
fill the positions in n given by their respective ordering restrictions, and
they cannot be moved to any other position in n. Those corresponding to w m
all have the same starting index j , since they are all in the same column.nunr
Accordingly, they each fill position (j , j + 1), plus other positions & J 7 J nunr num 7
after (i + 1) in general. Since w is a maximum, then r cannot possibly num num 7
be less than w . Similarly for x , each of the correspondingly integers num nunr
fills position (k - 1, k ), and r cannot therefore possibly be less than ^ 7 num 7num
x By Theorem 3, q is also a lower bound on r. Accordingly r must benum 7 km
at least as great as the maximum of qkm, w , and xnUm ; i‘e‘
r > maximum (q , w , x ) = knr num-7 num (36i)
uhich completes the proof of the theorem.
An illustration is given in Figure 9 to show that q w , and xknr num7 num7
may have different values, and hence we must examine all three of them in a
particular numerical case. It is interesting to note that q ^  has the same
value in the three different cases shown in Figure 9 (Qkm = 4). Only in
case (a), however, is r determined by q . *n case (b) it is determined by
w and in case (c) by x . The three quantities are compared in Figurenum7 num
10, below:
qkm wnum Xnum r(lower bound)
Figure 9(a) 4 2 2 4
Figure 9(b) 4 5 3 5
Figure 9(c) 4 5 6 6
Figure 10.
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\  j
k  \
M
0 1 2  3
mk p k
Mnu
0 1 2  3 Xnu
1 2* 2 2 2 2
2 5* 0 7 3 1/2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 7 2 1/3 0 0 0 0
4 2 0 2 1 12 3 0 0 1 1 2
(2* = 11. 5 *  =  11111) w 2 0 1 1
j___ - nu
(a) Maximum (q, , wknr num; x ) num qkm 4 < r
(b) Maximum (q, , w , x  ) = w  = 5 < rkm7 nunr num num =
0 0 0 0 0
2 5* 7 3 1/2 1 5 6
0 0 0 7 2 1/3 0 0 0 0
2 0 2 1 12 3 0 0 1 1 2
(5* = 11111) w 1 5  1 1nu
(c) Maximum (q, , wknr nmn; x )num x = 6 < r num =
Figure 9.
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2.7 An Even Tighter Bound on Realizability
In the last section we used the symbol x to denote the sum of integers
in anv row k of the normalized array M corresponding to those integers 
J nu nu
i ( j k) in the original specification M for which i = (k - j); and the symbol
w for the sum of integers in any column j of M nu nu nu
Now let
k
2
k=l
x = t nu nuk (37a)
and
(n-1)
2 w 
j=J
= t nu nuj (37b)
where it is important to note the range of summation in each case.
The symbol t was used earlier to denote the total number of integers
in the specification M, and consequently t is also the total number of
normalized integers in M . By the same token let t be the total number of ° n nu
integers, each unity, in M .
Now define y by nu
ynu ^nu tnu(k-l) tnu(j+l)^ (37c)
and let the maximum value of y be denoted by y be denoted by y , i.e.:nu nu num
y = maximum (y ) 
J num . , nuJ, k
(37d)
This leads to the following theorem, which gives a tighter bound on realizability 
than that given by Theorem 4 :
Theorem 5; Given M , an arbitrary specification of ordered integers in ---------
normalized form. Then the minimum number r of sub-sets of M, the specification 
before normalization, each of which is a composition of a number no larger 
than n, is no less than the maximum value of the two quantities qkm and Ynum>
defined earlier.
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Proof: To establish the proof, we need only prove the following lemma, for it
follows immediately from the lemma that Theorem 5 gives a tighter bound on
realizability than that given by Theorem 4.
Lemma: The quantity y is no less than, and can be greater than the----— num 7
quantities w and xnum num
To assist in following the proof of the lemma, Figure 11 should be helpful. 
In the figure, the triangular array representation of M is shown as a right- 
angle of dots. Each dot position is occupied in a numerical example by either 
a zero or a positive real integer. The quantity y is identified by the 
rectangle with the upper right vertex position (j, k), y being the sum of 
all the integers contained by this rectangle. The quantity i-s ^he
sum of integers in the triangle above this rectangle and t . .is the sum 
of integers in the triangle to the right of the rectangle, as indicated in 
the figure. (Author’s note: To conform strictly to the text, the notation
j and k should be used to indicate columns and rows, respectively, innu nu
M However, we have used simply j and k, with the hope that this helps nu ’
in this instance.) The entire array of dots represents an arbitrary M .
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Now. x is the maximum of the sum of integers in any row of M 
9 num nu
There is therefore one rectangle y which contains the row correspondingnu
to x as its top row. If this particular y is also y , then ynum nu num’ num
is certainly not less than x , for there are other positions in it as wellnunr
as those corresponding to x . If, on the other hand, this particularnum ’ ’
rectangle is not y , then y is automatically greater than x . Thus num’ num num
y is never less than, and can be greater than, x . It can be greater Jnum ’ ’ num
than x , for instance, when the sum of the integers in every row except that num’
corresponding to x is one less than x . By similar reasoning involving num num
the right-most column of y , it follows that y is never less than and can & J nu’ num ’
be greater than, w . This proves the lemma.’ num
To return to the proof of Theorem 5, we recall that every integer in
M is unity. And there may be more than one unit integer occupying the nu
same position, so that the entries in M can in fact be any integer (and 
we note that there is no need to show the asterisk notation used earlier for 
M in the event that this occurs, for each entry i in M automatically means 
"i unit entries superimposed”').
Now, each unit entry in M corresponds to an entry i(j k) in M the ’ nu
array before normalization, such that i = (k - j). By lemma 3, the single 
composition to which i(j, k) belongs must have only zeros in the sub-array 
of the composition formed by removing all rows below row k and all columns 
to the left of column j from the array representing the single composition, 
except for entry i(j, k) itself. Put another way, the right-triangle of 
which i(j, k) is the bottom left entry, being in the right-angle of the 
triangle, has zeros and only zeros in every position except that taken by 
i(j, k) itself. Translating this to the rectangle y as illustrated by 
Figure 11, we see that every non-zero entry in the rectangle has the upper 
right-hand vertex, position (j, k) in the figure, as one of the positions in 
the right-angle triangle of which it is the corner entry in the right-angle 
of the triangle.
Hence, position (j, k) in the rectangle which determines y ^  is filled
as many times as there are unit entries in the rectangle, i.e. y ^  times.
We therefore must have exactly y single compositions of the number n or— —— —  num
numbers less than n in M , where y is the maximum value of y . For ifnu’ num nu
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there were more than y single compositions represented in M , then ynum nir num
would not be a maximum, there being at least one position (j, k) along the
diagonal of M filled more than y times. And if there were fewer than nu num
y compositions represented, then the maximum value of y would be less ynum 9 J n u
than y , i.e. we would have an absurd situation, since each position along num’ ’
the diagonal of M would be filled less than y times.nu num
Since the number of compositions represented by M can be no less than 
the number of compositions represented by M^, then the theorem follows.
This leads to an important theorem which could be stated as a corollary 
of Theorem 5; but in view of its importance, we prefer to state it as a 
theorem, as follows:
Theorem 6: Given an arbitrary specification of ordered integers
M = i(j, k)
each integer in the specification, i(j k ) ,  having the property that
i = (k - j)
Then the minimum number of sub-sets of M, each of which is a composition of 
a number no larger than n, is exactly equal to y , where y and n are as 
defined earlier.
Finally, before turning to some examples of the theorems which have been 
presented, let us make a note about the computation involved in specific 
numerical cases.
2.8 A Note on the Computation Involved
The worth of the theorems which have been presented depends entirely 
on whether the computations involved are or are not too laborious or incon­
venient to accomplish. This author believes that the significant achievement 
of the theorems is in fact that the computations involved are all trivial.
The normalization of an arbitrary specification is straight-f forward, involving 
only dividing each integer by the difference between its ordering specifications, 
and is easily systematized. The partitioning of the normalized specification 
into its integral and non-integral parts is trivial. The most complicated
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computations require only summing and differencing of rows and columns in what 
is basically a square matrix, and these operations are again readily systematized. 
More than that: in large problems, the computational processes require only
minor modifications of existing programs for computation by digital computer 
means. And such programs have built-in error-checking means.
While it would be difficult to substantiate these statement without 
writing another lengthy paper on the subject, the author nevertheless hopes 
that the reader experienced in automatic digital computer methods will share 
this confidence.
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3. APPLICATIONS
The use of ordered integers implies an association with sequencing 
problems. Such problems arise, for example, in the analysis of flow through 
electric and other networks, in trafficking problems, and in assembly line 
and construction sequencing problems.
3.1 Construction Projects
For the sake of being specific, the examples to be given in this section 
will consider the latter, i.e. time-ordered assembly line and construction 
problems. The various jobs or operations which go to make up a project will 
be represented by straight lines on a so-called nbar chart1’. The length of 
each line represents the time duration of the particular job, and the position 
of the starting and terminating points of each bar on the chart is the earliest 
permissible starting time and the latest permissible terminating time of that 
particular job. In a practical situation the ordering restrictions come about 
because particular jobs cannot be started until certain other jobs have been 
completed. An example of a bar chart is shown in Figure 12.
The notation in Figure 12 is that job A is of 3 units of time duration 
and the job must start at zero relative time and end exactly 3 units of time 
later. By contrast, job F is of 4 units of time duration but may start and 
finish anywhere within the 6 units of time allotted to it as shown on the 
chart.
The other important aspect about the chart is the relative sequencing 
of jobs. Thus, for example, jobs B and E must be completed before job C 
can begin. And so on for the other jobs.
All of the sequencing information is contained in the array representation 
of the bar chart, shown in Figure 13. It is important to note that the time 
scale is purely relative. In the particular example shown, the minimum possible 
continuous path length from left to right, i.e. the minimum possible time in 
which the project can be completed consistent with ordering restrictions, 
assuming sufficient men are available to do the several jobs, is 8 units.
This is the reason why the scale on Figure 12 was made equal to 8 units of 
time. We will not take the time in this paper to indicate how this minimum
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Figure 12.
Figure 13
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time (often referred to as the "critical path length") is arrived at in a
complex project involving, say, several hundred different jobs and ordering 
restrictions, though the reader might choose to believe that it can in fact 
be done quite simply in practice, if necessary with automatic computational 
aids. The important thing is that in the case at hand, the minimum possible 
time in which the entire project can be completed, assuming enough men are 
available, is 8 units. Now, if we allow more time than this, then we merely 
add the extra time allowed to the row and column indices in the array repre­
sentation of the project, Figure 13.
Let us suppose that the men available to do the various jobs are of 
equal skill; i.e. that any one of them can do any of the jobs in the project 
schedule. However, once he has started on a particular job, then he must 
carry that job through to its completion. But once he has completed it, he 
may start on any other job that is available at the instant he becomes free.
The problem is to determine how many men are required to complete the 
entire project in the minimum time of 8 units.
To state the problem in terms of the text of this paper, the problem 
then is to determine the minimum number of compositions of the number 8 
or less which are contained in the array representation of Figure 13. For 
once each man has started, then he must, in effect, utilize the full 8 units 
of time to full advantage, as far as the ordering sequence will permit him. 
Any idle time means that he will be doing less than 8 units of work which 
is the reason why we must include compositions less than as well as equal 
to 8. In most practical cases, there will, of course, be some idle time by 
virtue of the ordering restrictions.
While we cannot solve the problem exactly in the most general case, we 
can, however, apply Theorem 5 to give us a lower bound on the number of men 
required.
In this simple example, it turns out, as the reader may verify, that
so that
and
y lnum
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Consequently, the lower bound is in this case determined by q^m, and is three 
men. In fact, it happens that three men are sufficient, as is apparent by 
mere visual inspection of Figure 12 in this elementary case.
The number of men will be less than three, of course, if we allow suf­
ficient extra time above the 8 units minimum. Though, by adding the extra 
time to the column and row indices in Figure 13, we can again determine the 
minimum number of men required by applying Theorem 5, exactly as above. 
Alternately, we can determine the minimum time it will take to complete the 
project, given a specified number of men.
3.2 Assembly Line Problems
In an assembly line problem, we may again use a bar chart, as in Figure 12. 
But now, however, the time interval allowed for each job is exactly equal to 
the time duration of the job. Hence, in the array representation of an 
assembly line problem, we have a situation where i = (k - j) for each integer 
in the array. We may therefore apply Theorem 6 to determine the exact minimum 
number of men required to complete the project.
